Building Providers & DAGs in the Airflow Ecosystem
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Airflow 1.0

- Single core package
- Dependency hell
- Scattered docs

Airflow 2.0

- Decoupled providers
- Minimal dependencies
- BYO provider framework
Building Blocks for your Apache Airflow Data Pipelines.

🔗 Enhance the story of Airflow integrations
❤️ Help the community share and discover Airflow providers and DAGs
📈 Speed up the developer experience
💡 Surface quality metrics and certifications
Need to connect A to B...
Where to start?
Contribute

Publish to the Astronomer Registry

Tell us about your code if you’d like a listing on the Registry. To learn how to build and publish a Provider or DAG, see the sample repositories below.

Sample Provider

Sample DAG

Github Repo Link*

Email*

Information

Any extra information about your repository (optional).
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